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From Reader Review Sons of an Ancient Glory for online ebook

Eva Seyler says

I'm getting to a point where I'm really ready for this series to be over. Attention held through the last book,
but this one was a little more difficult to focus on.

I think another thing that makes "Song of the Silent Harp" as good as it is is that the character list isn't so
bloated. By the time we get to book four, we have 10,000,000 new characters to keep up with, some of
whom just, honestly, seem extraneous. Why Quinn? Why does everyone who comes in contact with the other
characters of this book seem to have A Past They Are Hiding? Getting a little old. Quinn is a cardboard
character anyway, it strikes me. Just rehashing the same old issues of sin and i'm-not-good-enough-for-God
that Hoff has already dealt with in many of the other characters.

I think she would have done well to skip Quinn and spent more time developing some of the original cast.

That's just me.

Four down, one to go. I'll be ready for a BJ Break at that point.

But, it IS good entertainment if nothing else.

Midge says

...and the story continues. Good story of historical romance, faith and perserverance.

Kelly says

Another job well done! So much tragedy, but yet the grace of God prevails.

Carol says

so much to do! But this book took precedence! Very interesting!

Tessa Palmeri says

Loved this series. One of the series that made me fall in love with historical fiction.



Brooke Barenfanger says

This book is the forth in a series. It is beauifully written and masterfully sketched. B J Hoff has an addictive
quality in her writing. I couldn't stop reading this series!

Kelsey Hanson says

UGH! This series will be the death of me. It's just good enough for me to want to finish but not exactly relish
the experience of actually reading the book. There are some good points like the attention to historical detail
but the characters tend to be a bit flat. They are ALL idyllic God-fearing people trying to make their way in
the world. Don't get me wrong these are the people you want to befriend but they also make the story a little
bland. Give me a decent villain or a doubting Thomas or SOMEONE who understands sarcasm!! Plus
everyone seems to be either ecstatically happy or completely depressed with no middle ground. Only one
more book to go before I finish this series and quite frankly I'm a little relieved.

Sierraprice says

I love this series. The events that take place in each book is always unexpected and keeps you on your toes. I
would recommend these books to anyone that likes to read realistic or historical fiction.

Ashley says

Breathtaking! Excited to read the conclusion of the series.

Christin says

Good enough to keep reading until the end, but slow and redundant enough to sorta breeze through some
parts (like where she follows Evan's thought process around yet another Nora problem, then Sara, then
Michael). I had some characters I wanted to read more of and others (Evan/Nora) that I was just ready to
finish.

Nicki Rhode keck says

this was an excellent book. I really enjoyed it. As it drew near the end, it really grabbed me and pulled me in.
can't wait to read the last one.



Debbie says

Another great story by B.J. Hoff continuing the stories of three friends from Ireland, Nora Whittaker,
Morgan Fitzgerald, and Michael Burke. While there was a lot of pain and poverty, there was also love and
Heavenly riches to be had. I can't wait to read the final installment of An Emerald Ballad series.

We find Nora having health problems, but there is hope in sight. Morgan building his life with Finola and
Annie, and Michael Burke missing his son Tierney, whose gone off to Ireland to find himself, and building
his life with his new wife Sara. If you read the first three books, you will enjoy this one as well, I'm sure. On
to the final book in this series for me.

If you enjoy clean, historical romance with some grit, this is the book/series for you. Enjoy!

I borrowed this book from the library.

Marie says

This is my favorite book in the series, hands down. The blossoming love between Morgan and Finola is
beautiful. :)

Holly (2 Kids and Tired) says

The Fitzgerald, Whittaker and Burke families return in Book 4 of The Emerald Ballad series, along with
some new additions. Tierney has gone to Ireland to see Morgan and, true to form, finds trouble. Morgan and
Evan await the births of their children even as tragedy strikes and a young one is lost. With the additions of
Quinn and Billy especially, the story broadens and deepens. It is a story about the strength of people who are
undeterred in the face of adversity and who find those reserves of faith when everything seems bleak. BJ
Hoff has a remarkable way of showing us that God really does know his children individually.

Full of Irish history and with steadfast, unforgettable characters, epic is the perfect word to describe this
series. I am anxious to read the last book, and to find out what happens to everyone.

Beverly says

Best one yet of the series. I can't wait for the finale. This series has been a true treasure.

true history the love and compassion of Jesus through every page every word.
from the 1st page from book 1 to the last page of book 4 the finale book 5 be quite an thunderous lovingly
end I'm sure.


